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Abstract 

Anti-biofilm peptides are a subset of antimicrobial peptides and represent promising broad-

spectrum agents for the treatment of bacterial biofilms, though some display host toxicity in vivo. 

Here we evaluated nanogels composed of modified hyaluronic acid for the encapsulation of the 

anti-biofilm peptide DJK-5 in vivo. Nanogels of 174 to 194 nm encapsulating 33 – 60% of peptide 

were created. Efficacy and toxicity of the nanogels were tested in vivo employing a murine abscess 

model of a Pseudomonas aeruginosa LESB58 high bacterial density infection. The dose of DJK-5 

that could be administered intravenously to mice without inducing toxicity was more than doubled 

after encapsulation in nanogels. Upon subcutaneous administration, the toxicity of the DJK-5 in 

nanogels was decreased four-fold compared to non-formulated peptide, without compromising the 

anti-abscess effect of DJK-5. These findings support the use of nanogels to increase the safety of 

antimicrobial and anti-biofilm peptides after intravenous and subcutaneous administration. 

 

Keywords: biofilm; Pseudomonas aeruginosa; cationic peptide; nanogel; drug delivery 
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Background  

Chronic bacterial infections of the skin and soft tissues constitute a common problem [1], 

accounting for 6.8 million hospital consultations in emergency departments in the United States 

annually [2]. Although a major proportion of these infections are caused by Staphylococcus aureus, 

approximately one-fifth of the infections are caused by Gram-negative bacteria [3]. A Gram-

negative pathogen that is often responsible for such infections is Pseudomonas aeruginosa [4], an 

opportunistic bacterium that also shows rapid development of acquired resistance [5]. The global 

threat of antimicrobial resistance emphasizes the need for novel treatment strategies, and anti-

biofilm peptides, a distinct subset of antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), are a promising approach for 

combating multi-resistant biofilm infections [6,7]. Anti-biofilm peptides are short, cationic and 

amphipathic and can show strong broad spectrum antibiofilm activity [8,9]. However, AMPs are 

often susceptible to degradation by bacterial and host proteases present at the site of the infection 

[10], and some may show cytotoxicity and/or hemolytic properties towards eukaryotic cells [11,12]. 

Recently, a series of short protease-resistant D-enantiomeric peptides with broad-spectrum 

antibiofilm activity were designed [10]. One of the most potent antibiofilm peptides was DJK-5, 

which reduced sizes of abscess lesion caused by ESKAPE pathogens in vivo, as well as modestly 

reduced the number of colony forming units (CFU) at the infection site [13–15]. The peptide DJK-5 

acts by binding to and triggering the degradation of the stress- related second messenger nucleotides 

guanosine penta- and tetraphosphate – two unusual nucleotides which play an important role in 

biofilm development in many bacterial species [10]. In order for DJK-5 to exert its activity it must 

be translocated across the cell membrane, a process for which the peptide’s secondary structure is 

very important [16]. This peptide also decreased the size and the bacterial load of the subcutaneous 

abscesses in vivo at 1.25 – 1.5 mg/mL [13,14], therefore toxicity of DJK-5 above these 
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concentrations may not necessarily negate its future use. However, the therapeutic index can be 

increased by improving the compatibility of this peptide. 

High cytotoxicity associated with cationic peptide exposure can be decreased by the use of nanogel 

drug delivery systems [17,18]. Nanogels are nano-sized cross-linked polymeric networks which 

may be used to encapsulate a variety of bioactive compounds, particularly peptides and proteins 

[19]. Nanogels may comprise a promising drug delivery system due to their excellent drug loading 

capacity [17], high structural stability [20], biocompatibility, and favourable responses to a wide 

variety of environmental stimuli, such as ionic strength [18], pH [20], and temperature [19,21].  

In this study, the negatively charged polymer hyaluronic acid (HA) with a molecular weight of 50 

kDa was investigated. HA is considered to be an excellent starting material for design of delivery 

systems as a result of its biocompatibility and ease of chemical functionalization [22]. Due to its 

lack of inherent amphiphilicity, HA cannot spontaneously assemble into stable, segregated nanogel 

structures in aqueous media. To render HA amphipathic, hydrophobic groups, such as octenyl 

succinic anhydride (OSA), are covalently grafted onto the polymer backbone [23]. The resulting 

functional polymer octenyl-succinic anhydride-modified hyaluronic acid (OSA-HA) has shown to 

spontaneously self-assemble into multiphasic submicron physically cross-linked nanogel particles 

and encapsulate a model hydrophobic compound [24]. Alkenyl-/aryl-succinic anhydrides (including 

OSA) have also been used to modify high molecular weight HA and have shown improved 

emulsifying properties compared to HA giving further stabilization in addition to the effect of the 

viscosity increase in the aqueous phase caused by polymer addition [25]. Initial studies on OSA-HA 

nanogels encapsulating a peptidomimetic have shown that this carrier system can also be used for 

encapsulation of AMPs and their derivatives [26]. The OSA-HA nanogels encapsulating the 

peptidomimetic LBP-3 decreased LBP-3 cytotoxicity compared to equimolar amounts of free 

peptidomimetic in solution, whereas the antimicrobial activity of LBP-3 remained unchanged or 
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was improved with the carrier system depending on the formulation conditions. However, the 

peptidomimetic release from the nanogels and the performance in vivo was not assessed.  

Here, we assessed the physicochemical properties of nanogels composed of OSA-modified low 

molecular weight HA encapsulating the synthetic peptide DJK-5 to expand the therapeutic index for 

the application of this peptide. The toxicity of DJK-5 after encapsulation in nanogels was assessed 

in vivo after both subcutaneous and intravenous administration, whereas efficacy was evaluated in 

vivo using a murine abscess model [13,27] induced by a subcutaneous injection of P. aeruginosa. 

 

Methods 

Materials  

Hyaluronic acid (HyaCare, 50 kDa) was purchased from Evonik Nutrition & Care (Essen, 

Germany). Octenyl succinic anhydride (OSA), as well as standard salts and buffers were obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). DJK-5 (vqwrairvrvir-NH2; all D-amino acids) was 

synthesized and purified to >95% by CPC Scientific (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) or Synpeptide 

(Shanghai, China) and stored lyophilized until use. Analytical grade solvents for HPLC analysis 

were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultrapure water for synthesis of polymer, 

sample preparation and analysis was obtained from a PURELAB® flex 4 (ELGA LabWater, High 

Wycombe, UK).  

 

Octenyl succinic anhydride-modified hyaluronic acid (OSA-HA) synthesis and characterization 

OSA-HA (50 kDa, 24% degree of substitution) was prepared as described previously [22]. Briefly, 

1.25 g HA was dissolved in 50 mL of ultrapure water, after which NaHCO3 was added to yield a 2 

M carbonate solution. The pH was then adjusted to pH 8.5 with NaOH, and OSA was added to the 
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HA solution dropwise to reach a 50:1 molar ratio of OSA:HA. This solution was left to react 

overnight at room temperature. Afterwards, the product was dialysed at 4 °C against ultrapure water 

and freeze-dried. The degree of substitution for OSA-HA was determined by 
1
H NMR.  

 

Nanogel preparation  

Nanogels were produced at room temperature immediately prior to use. Both DJK-5 and OSA-HA 

were dissolved in ultrapure water. Briefly, a DJK-5 solution (10× final peptide concentration, i.e., 

20-75 mg/mL) was added to a OSA-HA solution (6.66 – 25 mg/mL) resulting in a 0.3:1 (w/w) 

mixture ratio of DJK-5:polymer. The peptide and polymer solutions were vortexed briefly to form 

nanogels and used 1-2 h after preparation.  

 

Nanogel size and surface charge 

The average nanogel size and polydispersity index (PDI) were based on particle size distributions 

obtained by dynamic light scattering and the surface charge of the nanogels was estimated by the 

zeta potential (ZP). The size, PDI and ZP measurements were performed at 25°C using a Zetasizer 

Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK) equipped with a 633 nm laser and 173° 

detection optics. Malvern DTS v.6.20 software was used for data acquisition and analysis. Size, PDI 

and surface charge were determined in triplicate for three independent sample batch replicates. 

 

Nanogel visualization  

The nanogels were stained using uranyl acetate negative stain and visualized using transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). A carbon-coated grid was glow discharged, after which 3 µL of 

nanogel dispersion was deposited on the surface and air dried for 1 min. After drying, 3 µL of 0.5% 
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w/v uranyl acetate solution were added for 2 min after which the grid was rinsed once and blotted 

with filter paper. Afterwards, samples were visualized using a CM100 (a) TWIN microscope 

(Philips/FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). 

 

DJK-5 encapsulation and release 

The encapsulation efficiency (EE) of DJK-5 was determined by measuring the amount of residual 

peptide in the aqueous bulk phase after nanogel production. The aqueous bulk phase was obtained 

after ultracentrifugation of nanogels at 500,000 × g for 30 min at 22 °C. Calculation was based on 

the theoretical drug loading (Eq. 1). 

 

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑟𝑢𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
× 100%        (1) 

 

Quantification of DJK-5 

Quantification of DJK-5 concentrations was performed by using reverse phase high performance 

liqid chromatography on a Shimadzu Prominence system (Kyoto, Japan) using a Kinetex XB-C18 

column (50 × 2.1 mm, 2.6 μm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) measuring the absorbance at 218 

nm. The mobile phase consisted of eluent A [95:5% (v/v) acetonitrile:water] and eluent B [5:95% 

(v/v) acetonitrile:water], which both contained 0.1% (v/v) TFA. Samples were run with a gradient 

of 0  50% eluent B over 5 min at 0.8 mL/min at 40 °C. The limit of detection and limit of 

quantification was 1.9 µg/mL and 6.5 µg/mL, respectively.  

 

Structure of DJK-5 in nanogels  

The secondary structure of non-formulated and formulated DJK-5 was investigated using circular 

dichroism (CD). Spectra were recorded using an Chirascan CD spectrometer (Applied 
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Photophysics, Leatherhead, Surrey, UK) with a 1 mm path length quartz cuvette. Both nanogel and 

non-formulated DJK-5 spectra were obtained at a peptide concentration of 0.125 mg/mL. The 

spectrum of non-loaded OSA-HA nanogels was obtained at a concentration of 0.4 mg/mL 

(Supporting information, Figure S2). Spectra (n = 3) were recorded in the range 190–260 nm (1 nm 

resolution) at 25 °C, corrected for background contributions.  

 

Release of DJK-5 from nanogels 

In vitro release studies were performed in HEPES buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) with the ionic strength 

adjusted by addition of 150 mM NaCl. Briefly, nanogel dispersions were diluted to 1 mg/mL of 

DJK-5 in water and added to a dialysis tube (Spectra-Por® Float-a-Lyzer® G2, MWCO 100 kDa, 

Spectrum Labs, Breda, the Netherlands) and placed in the release buffer stirred with a magnetic 

stirrer at 250 rpm. The temperature was maintained at 37 °C in an INNUCELL incubator (MMM 

Medcenter Einrichtungen, Munich, Germany) throughout the experiment. Studies were conducted 

in triplicates on independent batches of nanogels. 

 

In vivo peptide compatibility studies  

All animal experiments were performed in accordance with The Canadian Council on Animal Care 

(CCAC) guidelines and were approved by the University of British Columbia Animal Care 

Committee (certificate number A14-0363). Mice used in this study were female outbred CD-1. All 

animals were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA, USA), were 7 weeks 

of age, and weighed about 25 ± 3 g at the time of the experiments. The mice were anaesthetized 

using 1 to 3% isoflurane and euthanized with carbon dioxide. 

Toxicity in vivo was assessed as previously described [27]. Briefly, the fur on the backs of the mice 

was removed by shaving and application of chemical depilatories. Freshly prepared nanogel 
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formulations (50 µL) in endotoxin-free water were injected subcutaneously into the right side of the 

dorsum underneath the thin skeletal muscle. The non-formulated peptide DJK-5 was initially 

dissolved in endotoxin-free water and further diluted in saline for in vivo application. After 24 h, the 

animals were sacrificed and the epithelial tissue damage caused by the nanogels was evaluated by 

visual assessment of the injection area. 

For evaluation of systemic toxicity after intravenous injection, mice (n=5-7 per group) received a 

100 µL tail vein injection of either 1.5 mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5 in saline, 3.5 mg/mL non-

formulated DJK-5 in saline, 3 mg/mL of DJK-5 in nanogels or 6 mg/mL DJK-5 in nanogels. In 

addition, a group of mice (n=2) received a tail vein injection of peptide-free nanogels (20 mg/mL 

OSA-HA polymer corresponding to the amount of polymer dosed in the 6 mg/mL nanogels). All 

nanogels were administered 1-2 h after formulation of the OSA-HA polymer with the peptide DJK-

5. Systemic toxicity was evaluated 30 min after injection, by visual assessment of animal viability 

(lethality of the injection). 

 

Cutaneous mouse infection model 

The abscess infection model was performed as described earlier [13,27]. For the experiment, the fur 

on the backs of the mice was removed by shaving and application of chemical depilatories. P. 

aeruginosa LESB58 [28] was grown to an OD600 of 1.0 in double yeast tryptone broth. Prior to 

injection, bacterial cells were washed twice with sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and 

adjusted to 510
7
 CFU/mL. A 50 L bacterial suspension was injected subcutaneously into the right 

side of the dorsum. Peptide concentrations for efficacy testing were 1.5 mg/mL for DJK-5 dissolved 

in saline, as well as 3- and 6 mg/mL DJK-5 encapsulated in nanogel. Peptides, saline, or nanogel 

(50 L) were directly injected subcutaneously into the infected area via intra-abscess injection at 1 

h post infection.  
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The progression of the disease/infection was monitored daily and abscess lesion sizes on day three 

were measured using a caliper. Swelling/inflammation was not considered in the measurements. 

Skin abscesses were excised (including all accumulated pus), homogenized in sterile PBS using a 

Mini-Beadbeater-96 (BioSpec Products, Bartlesville, OK, USA) for 5 min and bacterial counts 

determined by serial dilution.  

 

Quantification of reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) 

The detection of ROS/RNS production was carried out as previously described [27]. Briefly, L-012, 

a chemiluminescence probe [29], was injected subcutaneously (12.5 mg/mL) between the ears of 

the mice one hour after intra-abscess administration of 1.5 or 3.5 mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5, 

non-loaded nanogels (10- or 20 mg/mL OSA-HA, corresponding to the polymer concentration in 

nanogels loaded with 3 mg/mL and 6 mg/mL DJK-5, respectively) or nanogel formulations 

containing 3 or 6 mg/mL of DJK-5. Representative images were acquired using a Lumina in vivo 

imaging system (IVIS, 60 s exposure, medium binning) and analyzed using Living Image software 

(Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA).  

 

Statistical analysis 

For in vitro studies, three independent experiments were conducted and are presented as mean ± 

standard deviation (SD). Statistical evaluations of in vivo experiments were performed using 

GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software,  La Jolla, CA, USA). P values (* p<0.05; ** p<0.01) 

were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. For all animal experiments, the number 

of biological replicates is indicated in the Figure legend.  
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Results  

Physicochemical characteristics of the nanogels 

Nanogels encapsulating DJK-5 were prepared with varying concentrations of DJK-5, but at the 

same peptide to polymer ratio of 0.3:1, resulting in a satisfactory formation of nanogels. The size, 

PDI, ZP and EE of DJK-5 for the prepared nanogels are presented in Table 1.  

The more neutral ZP of the DJK-5-loaded nanogels in comparison to non-loaded nanogels 

confirmed the presence of surface-bound peptide and/or peptide encapsulated in nanogels. Negative 

staining of the nanogels together with TEM imaging confirmed the presence of individual spherical 

nanogel structures (Figure 1). The presence of very small nanogels in addition to nanogels of 

approximately 200 nm (Figure 1A) could be observed for the non-loaded nanogels, in contrast to 

nanogels encapsulating DJK-5 which had a more homogenous size distribution (Figures 1B, C). 

This was in accordance with the slightly higher PDI values obtained from dynamic light scattering 

measurements for the non-loaded nanogels as compared to those of the loaded nanogels (Table 1). 

Importantly, the size of a particle population measured using dynamic light scattering is presented 

as Z-average, a single number that is an intensity based harmonic mean based on the whole sample 

population, whereas TEM displays only a very small part of the whole population.  

Circular dichroism studies were performed to confirm the association of DJK-5 with the OSA-HA 

polymer upon formation of the nanogels. As hydrophobic moieties in close proximity to peptides 

induce conformational changes in the peptide [30], we expect that close proximity to the 

hydrophobic OSA side chain (attached to the HA backbone) to the peptide will induce folding in a 

similar manner. Indeed, a change in secondary structure from unstructured to structured DJK-5 was 

observed indicating interactions between the peptide molecules and the polymer in the formulation 

(Figure 2). Interestingly, the secondary structure was maintained upon release and separation of 

DJK-5 from the nanogels (Supplementary results, Figure S1).  
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The nanogels showed good stability when stored in ultrapure water at 4°C, with no leakage of 

peptide over 24 h (Supplementary results, Figure S2). Approximately 80% of DJK-5 was released 

in isoosmolar buffer from all nanogel formulations within the first 5 h and almost complete release 

of peptide was obtained within 48 h (Figure 3). As HA is degraded by hyaluronidase in the body, 

the enzymatic degradation of non-modified HA and OSA-HA was assessed, and the results indicate 

that the modification of HA with OSA increases enzymatic stability of the polymer (Supplementary 

results, Figure S3). However, hyaluronidase-triggered release of the peptide from the nanogels 

showed only a tendency towards a slight increase in peptide release over 48h, in comparison to 

release in isoosmolar buffer (Supplementary results, Figure S4).  

 

In vivo toxicity of DJK-5 in nanogels 

The peptide DJK-5 has been shown to be effective for treatment of bacterial abscesses [13] but 

caused tissue damage in vivo at concentrations above 1.5 mg/mL (Supplementary results, Figure 

S5). Peptide toxicity in vivo was assessed for the peptide formulated in nanogels to deliver 3-, 4.5-, 

6- and 7.5 mg/mL DJK-5. No obvious signs of inflammation or tissue necrosis were observed for 

nanogels containing up to 6 mg/mL of DJK-5. However, at 7.5 mg/mL of DJK-5 in nanogels, 

inflammation was evident (Figure 4), and as a result these nanogels were excluded from further 

studies. Overall, this shows that the dose of DJK-5 that can be administered intra-abscess could be 

increased from 1.5 mg/mL to 6 mg/mL without inducing significant tissue toxicity. No notable 

differences were observed between the nanogel formulations in terms of e.g., size, ZP and DJK-5 

release kinetics and therefore the nanogels containing a low (3 mg/mL) and high (6 mg/mL) 

concentration of DJK-5 were chosen for in vivo performance assessment. However, it should be 

noted that whereas the nanogels with 3- and 4.5 mg/mL DJK-5 were clear, a slight change in 

turbidity was observed in the nanogel formulations containing 6- and 7.5 mg/mL of DJK-5, 
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indicating slight aggregation. This could explain the inflammation observed after dosing 7.5 

mg/mL. 

 

To investigate the possibility of using nanogel formulations for systemic delivery, the nanogel 

dispersions were administered intravenously to mice via tail vein injection and animal survival 30 

min post injection was evaluated (Supplementary results, Figure S6). No mortality was observed 

among mice exposed to the injection of 3 mg/mL nanogel formulation (n=5), in contrast to 1.5 

mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5, which was lethal in 50% of the test population (n=6). Nanogels 

containing 6 mg/mL DJK-5 were also lethal in approximately 50% of the test group (n=7). No 

mortality was observed in the group (n=2) treated with non-loaded nanogels.  

An important part of the inflammatory response in host defence is the production of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) by phagocytic cells [29]. ROS/RNS production 

was observed after administration of nanogels containing DJK-5 (Figure 5). This increase was not 

observed in mice treated with non-loaded nanogels or non-formulated DJK-5. The increased 

production of ROS/RNS may be due to an influx and activation of phagocytic cells producing 

reactive species, though the exact cause is unclear. 

 

Efficacy in reducing subcutaneous abscesses 

Nanogels with 3 mg/mL and with 6 mg/mL were investigated further in efficacy studies using the 

murine P. aeruginosa LESB58 abscess model [13,27]. The formulations were administered via 

intra-abscess injection, 1 h post infection. Both nanogel formulations significantly decreased the 

abscess size as compared to the non-loaded nanogels (Figure 6A), but resulted in a similar decrease 

in abscess size when compared to treatment with a solution of 1.5 mg/mL DJK-5. The bacterial load 

recovered from the abscesses treated with the DJK-5-loaded nanogels was significantly lowered, 
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approximately 4-fold compared to the non-loaded nanogel controls (Figure 6B). To further 

investigate the antimicrobial activity of DJK-5 and DJK-5 in nanogels, minimum inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) determination and time-kill studies were performed on P. aeruginosa PAO1 

(Supplementary results, Figures S7 and S8). We observed that the MIC for DJK-5 increased by 1-

fold dilution upon encapsulation in nanogels (Supplementary material, page 7). DJK-5 eradicated P. 

aeruginosa within 5 h at MIC as well as concentrations above MIC in a similar manner, suggesting 

a time-dependent killing profile towards P. aeruginosa PAO1 (Supplementary results, Figure S6). 

The DJK-5-loaded nanogels at 64 µg/mL presented a bacteriostatic effect for 5 h and subsequent 

regrowth of the bacterial colony after 24 h, similar to non-formulated DJK-5 at the same 

concentration (Supplementary results, Figure S7).  

 

Discussion  

The worldwide spread of antimicrobial resistance has increased the interest in the development of 

novel antimicrobial agents [31,32] such as antimicrobialAMPs and anti-biofilm peptides. Although 

multiple mechanisms of killing have been described for AMPs [33], the most frequently reported 

mechanism of action occurs due to the physicochemical properties of AMPs; their overall positive 

charge and amphipathicity allow binding to bacterial surface and membrane disruption through pore 

formation. The fast bacterial killing caused by membrane disruption creates an advantage for 

AMPs, as development of resistance through gene mutations is lower than compared to traditional 

antibiotics [34,35]. However, some peptides show low cell specificity, while others aggregate [36], 

resulting in undesirable host toxicity during treatment [37,38]. These side effects can be overcome 

by using drug delivery systems such as nanogels. Here, we describe the in vivo application of a 

nanogel formulation with the overall aim to increase the compatibility of DJK-5. Nanogels 

encapsulating 2-, 3-, 4.5-, 6- and 7.5 mg/mL of DJK-5 were prepared and characterized. Particles in 
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the size range of 174-194 nm were formed and were of similar size as previously reported 

nanoparticles composed of 234 kDa HA modified with cholesterol [39] and nanoparticles composed 

of ceramide-modified 4.7 kDa HA [40]. However, in this study, the PDI indicated moderate to high 

polydispersity of the nanogel populations, which was confirmed using TEM. It is likely that 

preparation of the DJK-5 nanogels using bulk mixing caused such high PDI, as OSA-HA nanogels 

prepared using microfluidics-assisted self-assembly showed a lower PDI [26]. All nanogels showed 

a more neutral ZP than non-loaded nanogels, suggesting the presence of surface-bound or 

encapsulated peptide, in accordance with previous reports [41]. Upon encapsulation of DJK-5 in 

nanogels, a slight decrease in particle size of the nanogels was observed, a typical behaviour for 

loaded nanogels [42]. The encapsulation efficiency of DJK-5 into OSA-HA nanogels was relatively 

low in comparison to peptoid-loaded OSA-HA nanogels [26], where the encapsulation efficiency 

reached 90%. Generally, higher encapsulation efficiency can be obtained for nanogels in 

comparison to other delivery systems such as polymeric micelles or liposomes [42], but the peptide 

loading into nanogels will depend on multiple parameters, including peptide length [43], 

hydrophobicity [44], charge, and secondary structure [45]. The change in secondary structure of 

DJK-5 upon encapsulation within the hydrophobic areas of the nanogels is consistent with previous 

reports, which suggest that presence of peptides in close proximity to hydrophobic moieties induces 

conformational changes of the peptide [30]. To exert its activity, the peptide must be released from 

the carrier and fold upon interaction with the bacterial membranes [46]. We have observed that the 

peptide retained its folded secondary structure after release from the nanogels, likely due to the 

presence of unbound lipid (OSA) side chains remaining in the OSA-HA sample.  

The nanogels showed good stability in ultrapure water at 4°C, with a small increase in DJK-5 

encapsulation over time, as previously reported [47]. Release of encapsulated compound from 

loosely-bound nanogels such as OSA-HA nanogels is thought to be triggered by the presence of 
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electrolytes, which lead to disentanglement of the polymer chains [25,48] but also through 

degradation of HA backbone. We have assessed the enzymatic activity of hyaluronidase towards 

HA and OSA-HA and observed increased enzymatic stability of the modified polymer, consistent 

with literature [49]. The release of DJK-5 triggered by presence of hyaluronidase showed only a 

slight increase in peptide release from the nanogels, in addition to the 80% release of DJK-5 

obtained for all nanogel formulations in medium iso-osmolar to blood plasma within 5 hours. The 

fast release of DJK-5 may also indicate that the peptide was located close to the surface of the 

nanogels, as has been previously reported for hyaluronic acid-based nanoparticles encapsulating 

siRNA [39]. Ion-triggered release will not be applicable for all modified HA nanoparticles and the 

release trigger will depend on the modification. Nanogels composed of riboflavin-modified 200 

kDa HA showed stability in isotonic medium for 15 days [50], whereas nanoparticles composed of 

cholesterol-modified 234 kDa HA showed stability in PBS for 6 days and drug release in acidic 

conditions [39]. Slow (1.7% daily) sustained release from cholesteryl-modified 62 kDa HA 

nanogel-drug conjugates due to hydrolysis of the ester linkage has also been reported [51].  

The high EE together with the negative surface charge of nanogels are parameters that are expected 

to improve the safety of AMPs as positive charges and hydrophobic regions which favor 

aggregation of peptides have previously been correlated with increased hemolysis and cytotoxicity 

towards eukaryotic cells [11,12]. Improved safety in the use of such cationic peptides was 

confirmed in our studies since the amount of DJK-5 that could be administered subcutaneously 

without causing toxicity in vivo was increased four-fold upon encapsulation in nanogels. Even upon 

intravenous injection, 3 mg/mL DJK-5 in nanogels, which contained approximately 2 mg/mL 

unbound peptide present in the supernatant with the nanogels (Table 1), could be administered 

without adverse side effects, compared to 1.5 mg/mL of non-formulated DJK-5 which was lethal in 

half of the murine test population. Improving the compatibility of intravenously administered AMPs 
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and anti-biofilm peptides would allow for broader applications of such peptides, including the 

intravenous treatment of severe infections, such as bacteremia [52], endocarditis [53] or diabetic 

foot ulcers [54]. The use of AMPs such as gramidicin S and polymyxin B is currently limited to 

topical applications due to systemic toxicity [55–57].  However, colistimethate sodium, a prodrug of 

polymyxin, significantly reduces toxicity of this peptide and allows administration via intravenous 

and inhalation routes [58].  

Host immune cells such as neutrophils release high concentrations of ROS after activation of 

surface receptors, and high ROS concentrations are known to support clearance of invading 

pathogens [59]. The increase in ROS/RNS production observed in mice exposed to both 3- and 6 

mg/mL DJK-5 encapsulated in nanogels may be a result of increased presence of neutrophils at the 

injection site triggered by the drug-loaded nanogel formulations, possibly indicating an 

immunostimulatory effect of these treatments.   

Infections with P. aeruginosa LESB58 cause localized high bacterial density skin and soft tissue 

infections for up to 10 days without inducing systemic infection [27]. One hour post infection, the 

abscesses were treated via intra-abscess injection with DJK-5 or DJK-5-loaded nanogel 

formulations. Intra-abscess injections are not suitable for clinical treatment of such infections, but 

reflect local administration of antimicrobials and provide crucial understanding on the peptide dose 

needed to decrease such infections. The efficacy of both nanogel treatments (3- and 6 mg/mL) was 

similar to 1.5 mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5. The time-dependent killing profile of DJK-5 after 

encapsulation in nanogels may explain why no additional reduction of abscess size and bacterial 

load was observed after administration of four-fold higher concentrations of DJK-5 in nanogels. 

Importantly, DJK-5 is not an AMP; therefore additional reduction of bacterial load upon 

administration of higher doses of the peptide is not anticipated. 
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Overall, the hypothesis that the OSA-HA nanogel formulation could reduce the toxicity associated 

with in vivo administration of DJK-5 without significantly affecting the efficacy of the non-

formulated peptide dose was confirmed. Self-assembly of peptides and OSA-HA into nanogels may 

be a successful formulation approach for reducing the toxicity of antimicrobial and anti-biofilm 

peptides and allow for further development of these peptides into a commercial anti-biofilm or anti-

abscess agents. The moderate (33-60%) encapsulation efficiency of DJK-5 into OSA-HA nanogels 

may seem to be a limiting step in the advancement of DJK-5-loaded OSA-HA nanogels into a 

therapeutic agent. However, as mentioned above, loading peptides into nanogels is in general 

considered high compared to other colloidal drug delivery systems and the process conditions 

should certainly be optimized when upscaling to achieve the highest possible encapsulation. 

Additionally, more tailored nanogel systems and various formulation conditions should be explored 

to find the most suitable delivery system for DJK-5 and allow its efficient use in the clinic.  
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Table 1. Nanogels prepared for efficacy assessment.  

 

Figure 1. Negative stain TEM images of A) non-loaded nanogels (10 mg/mL OSA-HA), and 

nanogels loaded with B) 3 mg/mL of DJK-5, and C) 6 mg/mL of DJK-5. Yellow arrows indicate 

individual nanogels. Scale bar indicates 1 µm.  

 

Figure 2. Superimposition of circular dichroism spectra of non-formulated DJK-5 in ultrapure water 

( ) and of nanogels; 2 mg/mL nanogels ( ), 3 mg/mL nanogels ( ), 4.5 mg/mL nanogels (

), 6 mg/mL nanogels ( ), and 7.5 mg/mL nanogels ( ) containing DJK-5. DJK-5 is a D-

form peptide, thus spectra are mirror images of those which would be obtained for an L-form of this 

peptide. All spectra were obtained at a peptide concentration of 0.125 mg/mL. Representative 

spectra, n = 3. 

 

Figure 3. Accumulated release of DJK-5 relative to the total amount from 2 mg/mL nanogels ( ), 3 

mg/mL nanogels ( ), 4.5 mg/mL nanogels ( ), 6 mg/mL nanogels ( ), and 7.5 mg/mL nanogels (

) in HEPES buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) with ionic strength adjusted to 150 mM with NaCl. n = 3 ± 

SD, except 7.5 mg/mL nanogels, where n = 2 ± SD. 

 

Figure 4. Representative images of skin appearance from the epidermis (left) and hypodermis 

(right) sides 24 h post injection of nanogels containing DJK-5. No signs of inflammation were 

visible at concentrations up to 6 mg/mL. At 7.5 mg/mL inflammation of the hypodermis was 

observed (circled in yellow), n = 3 – 5 per group. 

 

Figure 5. In vivo tracking of ROS and RNS production. ROS/RNS production was measured 1 h 

after treatment injection. The described left or right side is based on the position of the tail from the 
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top view. A) Non-loaded nanogels corresponding to the concentration of OSA-HA in 3 mg/mL and 

6 mg/mL DJK-5-loaded nanogels, respectively (Table 1): 10 mg/ml OSA-HA (left) and 20 mg/ml 

OSA-HA (right), B) 1.5 mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5 (left) and 3 mg/mL DJK-5 in nanogels 

(right), C) 3.5 mg/mL non-formulated DJK-5 (left) and 6 mg/mL DJK-5 in nanogels (right). 

Representative images are shown (n = 3 – 6 per group). Mice were imaged using an in vivo imaging 

system (IVIS) and luminescence intensity of photons is presented. 

 

Figure 6. Therapeutic treatment of mouse cutaneous abscesses. Mice infected subcutaneously with 

P. aeruginosa LESB58 were treated with intra-abscess administration of saline, 1.5 mg/mL of DJK-

5 in saline, non-loaded nanogels and two DJK-5 nanogel formulations 1 hour post infection. A) 

Lesions were measured 72 h post-infection using a caliper. Representative images of abscesses 

treated with each type of treatment are shown above the graph. B) The number of bacteria 

recovered from abscesses infected with P. aeruginosa LESB58 72 hours post-infection, and plated 

for enumeration. Experiments were performed three times,  n = 9 – 14 animals per group. 
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The antibiofilm peptide DJK-5 was encapsulated in nanogels composed of octenyl succinic 

anhydride-modified hyaluronic acid to reduce the toxicity of the peptide. The loaded nanogels were 

visualized using TEM, while the toxicity and antimicrobial activity was assessed in a murine 

abscess model. The results show that encapsulation of this peptide in nanogels reduces the peptide’s 

toxicity, maintains antimicrobial activity and provides an immunostimulatory effect.   
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Table 1.  

OSA-HA  DJK-5  Size 

(nm) 
PDI ZP (mV) EE (%) 

Encapsulated 

(mg/mL) 

Supernatant 

(mg/mL) mg/mL 

10 0 223 ± 7 0.32 ± 0.03 -26.1 ± 0.4 0  0 0 

6.6 2 194 ± 3 0.25 ± 0.01 -9.5 ± 0.2 36 ± 4 0.72 1.28 

10  3  174 ± 6 0.27 ± 0.05 -9.9 ± 0.5 33 ± 6 0.99 2.01 

15 4.5 189 ± 11 0.25 ± 0.03 -11.6 ± 0.3 48 ± 8 2.16 2.34 

20  6  179 ± 8 0.30 ± 0.04 -10.2 ± 0.6 35 ± 7 2.10 3.90 

25 7.5 176 ± 4 0.24 ± 0.01 -10.5 ± 0.1 60 ± 3 4.50 1.50 

Data are presented as mean ± SD (n=3). Abbreviations: OSA-HA: octenyl succinic anhydride-modified 

hyaluronic acid; PDI: polydispersity index; ZP: zeta potential; EE: encapsulation efficiency. 
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